Would you rather…
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Always be 30
min early or 30
min late?

Control the
weather or
talk to
animals?
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See the future
or change the
past?
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Know when
you are going
to die or how?

Never eat
fruit again or
never eat
vegetables
again?

Be respected
by your
parents or
friends?

Be always itchy
or always
sticky?
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Your clothes
were 4 sizes
too big or 4
sizes too small?

Live in the
wilderness or
on the streets
as a homeless
person?

Be alone
forever or
always with
people you
dislike?

Be rich or
smart?

Live without
the internet or
AC and
heating?

Find your true
love or receive
3 million
dollars?

Be able to
teleport
yourself
anywhere or
read minds?

Be respected
by all or loved
by all?

Live in a very
hot or very
cold country?

Everything you
eat be too
salty or too
sweet?

Have super
sensitive taste
or hearing?

Be a famous
singer or a
famous actor?

Be constantly
tired or
constantly
hungry?

Read aloud
everything you
read or sing
everything you
say?

Have an
automated
home or a selfdriving car?

Be a great
painter or an
amazing
doctor?

Reincarnate as
a cat or a
snake?

Never lose
your phone or
your keys
again?

Lose the
ability to speak
or to read?

Always have
free Wi-Fi or
unlimited free
coffee?

Never speak
again or always
say what you
think?

Never be
stuck in
traffic or
never get a
cold?

It never
stopped
snowing or
raining?

Go bald or
have a bad
hair day every
day?

Be covered in
fur or covered
in scales?

Be invisible or
be able to fly
for one day?

Be born with
an extra toe or
have a missing
finger?
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Give up
showering or
the internet
for a month?

Donate your
body to
science or
your organs to
people who
need them?

